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INTRODUCTION 
..... - ........ - -
The testing movement in education has led to 
a large number or changes in the method and the ma.terials of· 
teaching. This is especially true in the larger school sys-
tems where it is possible to be somewhat progressive because 
tinances are available to a limited extent. One or the moat 
common practices in the large schools- which is a direct re-
sult of the testing movement is the orginization of classes 
into homogeneous groups. The method used at Central Junior 
High School, Kansas City, Kansas, is as follows: 
Each student is given a battery of rive 
standardized tests and from the data obtained he is placed 
into the group for which he seems titted. In case of doubt, 
the teacher's estimate of t~e ~~ild'~ ability, plus his score 
on the tests, determines his classification. The teats used 
are: f·~stone's Silent Reading Test; Van Wageman Georgraphy 
Scale; Buckingham Scale .for Problems in Arithmetic; and Otie 
Self-Administering Test of Mental Ability. These tests are 
given in the spring to all children who expect to enter Central 
Junior High School the tallowing fall. They are given at 
Central Junior High School by an instructor who has had special 
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training in testing and six yea.rs' experience in actual 
testing and the use of standardized scales. Using the 
results of these tests, the children are put. into one .of 
niJle groups whic~ are kno'W!l as: 21 - 22 - 23 - 24 - 2S -
'. ,.~ , 
26 - 31 - 3 2 - 33 • This method of grouping is followed in 
classifying the members of the seventh and eighth grades. 
The method used to determine the number that shall be in 
each group is that of dividing the total number of pupils 
enrolled to take a particular subject by the .. number of 
classes which can be formed for that subject. For example, 
there are tour-hundred-seventeen (417) pupils who must take 
eighth grade arithmetic and the schedule of classes permits 
forming only twelve (12) classes. After dividing the number 
ot pupils by the number of classes, about thirty-six (36) 
pupils are put in each group. Therefore, the thirty-oix (36) 
children making the highest score are placed in the 21 group; 
the. next thirty-six (36) are placed in the 22 group; and the 
division is continued until all groups are tilled. Ordinarily 
there is only one olass for each group. 
It is necessary to state here that there is in 
the school a group called the accelerate group which is composed 
of those having especially high I.Q's; and children who have 
been recommended by the teacher for this group. These pupils 
are given the opportunity to do the work of the seventh and 
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eighth grades in one year; an~ at t,~e end of the year they are 
promoted to the ninth grade if their work has been satisfactory. 
If it has not been sati~taetory, they are required to take the 
regular eighth grade work. 
Somet_~me during the last six weeks of the school 
year, a. list of the seventh and eighth grade pupils is submitted 
to eaoh of four teachers who is expected to check eaoh child he 
has taught during the year and recommend any changes in grouping 
which he deems necessary. Unless such a recommendation is made, 
the pupil remains in the same group the f ollow:ing year. It is 
customary, however, for a teacher who believes that a child is in 
the wrong group to suggest to the chairman of the Mental Tests and 
Measurements Committee that the child be retested. Ir the sohed-
ule of classes permits, a_change is made. Most of the changes in 
grouping should and do take place during the tirst or second six 
weeks period of the school year. The year consists of thirty-a ix 
(36) \'.'eeks \tlhich are divided into two semesters. Practically all 
subjects are full year subjects. Since the number of classes and 
the numb er of t~achera are 1 imit ed, a. __ child who f~ils in th~ first 
half or a full year subject must continue with the class until the 
, , 
end of the year. At the end of the year he passes and goes on 
, , . . , , 
\vith the next unit of work or fails and does the entire year's 
work age.in. This is undesirable, but under present conditions, a 
nee essary evil. 
There have been many statements and some experi-
mentation in attempts to evaluate the effect of homogeneous group-
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ing. One measure of the effect of grouping is to be obtained by 
actual measurement or the re~ati!~ pr~~reas of the various groups 
in particular subjects. The writer of this thesis is interested 
especially in the teaching of mathematics and in homogeneous group-.. , .,. ~. ,~.. ~ ...... ~. ·~ 
ing as it relates to the effectiveness of instruction in this sub-
j ect. He, ~her,et~re,. e..~tempted ~o. asoe:tain the g~ins made by 
the three groups of eighth grade pupil~ .. in_ arithmetic. These 




· RELATED -STUDIES· 
- - - - - - - - - -
s. s. Colvin~ formerly pro~essor ~r experimental. 
psychology at Br~wn: Uni'V'ersit~, car:ie~ out. an experim~nt,. with 
the aid of oi:i?. ot hi~ class:-e, · in 1922, _somewhat, simil~r to this 
study. Before the st~dents were permitted to do the actual work 
,.,. _,,,. t •• -
of the experiment, Proresaor Colvin gave them very careful train· 
......... # - ... 
ing in the administration of mental and educational tests. The 
training was given in the spring and the following fall the class 
..... , .. 
was sent to various Rhode Island communities to make the survey. 
Colvin makes the f.~~l~wing statement as ~o ~h~ object of his ex-
periment: "The purpose of the article is to present the signiU-. ,, .. , ., 
cant data bearing on the relationship existing between capacity 
., c ~ • 
as indicated by I.Q. and actual achievement as ind ioated by A.Q." 
... '" ,... . . ,,._, 
In grades five ~o eight incl~sive, the National· 
Intelligence Tes~ (a) e.nd ~he Lippincott-Chapman Tes~ (in road~ 
ing and arithmetic) \Vere used. In_ the low~r g~a.des, <>tis' .. ~ri-
ma.ry Intelligence Scale and,Haggerty Rea~ing Examinat~on, Sigma I• 
were used. Individual scores on the intelligence test were con-
verted into M.A. and the individual Intelligence Quotients were . .. 
found. The scores on school products tests were converted into 
peda.dogical ages, and th,e individual Accomplishme~t Quotients were 
f'ound by dividing the pedadogical age by the mental age. Thus 
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an I.Q. and an A.Q. were round for each pupil. 
The data revealed by the various projects in 
... , . ~ ' . " 
regard to capacity ~':_ld ~ctual accomplishm~nt were _in close_ ag:ee-
ment with the results given by Murdock who found at Punahou School 
,, .. "·~ . - ,,. ~... . .. . 
in Honolulu high negative correlations to exist in a mental and 
... .. ~ ... 
educational survey of four-~undred-fitteen (41;) pupils~. The r 
for the I.~. and the rea~ing A.Q. was ~·45; a~d the r for the I.Q. - . ~. 
and the arithmetic A.Q. was -·73• The result of the Brown Uni-
versity study shows a range from just a.bout zero correlation to a 
very high negative correlation or .• 71. In fact, the conclusions 
were that increases in I.Q. were accompanied by decreases in A.Q • 
.,,. , .. .. ·~ . 
and t~at o~ t~e ~hole p~pi~~ having, I.Q.' s above e~hty-five were 
not ~~rking up to capacity; and the greater the intelligence of 
the pupil, the less he actually accomplished. Colvin says that . . . 
this study is a striking portrayal of the fact that superior chil-. '·- ~ ' . 
dren are not working up to their capacity and that leas gifted 
•.. . ~ .. 
children exceed both normal and superior groups in doing juat about 
. . 
what one is juetitied in expecting of them. A possible explanaticn 
' . 
or this may be that existing standards of achievement in the Rhode 
Island communities are better suited to the slow pupils and under 
,., -· . , ~ - ' 
such conditions the superior and normal children develop habits that 
are not conducive to studiousness and industry. 
Katherine Murdock2, Director of Educatione.l Re-
search, Punahou School, Honolulu~ Ha~i~, in he~ exper~ment, which 
she calls the Accomplishment Quotient-Finding It and Using It, 
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gives the results of a mental and educational survey which was .. .,. " 
ma.de during the winter or 1921 in her school. , Punahoti School 
is a.- private school attended by most.of the white children in 
~ .. . ~ .. " ..... 
Honolulu.. Abo~~ ~O~ o:r the sc,hool, p~p~lation is Oriental and 
20~ is pa.rt Hawaiian; but the author states there is no signif i-
- . ... '· " 
cant ditf' erence in intelligence or school attainment in the 
three raoee represented 1~ the school. 
The .Na.t~onal Intel~ige~c~ Testa, Form A and B; 
Thorndike-McCall Rea.ding Scale, Form I; and the \'foody-McCall 
• ' J· ,.,." • 
Mixed Fundamen~al~~ ~orm I were use.d in .. gra.~es. III. to VI~I. 
From t~e r~su~ts .. or._these tests, M~r~ock ob~ained the Intelli-
gence Quotient by dividing the mental age of each child by his 
, - .. ~ •.•. - .. 
chronological age; the Subject Quotient was obtained by divid-
ing th~ subject age by the chronological age; and the Subject 
• ··- ~· _.. d• .. ... " ~ 
Acc&nplishment Quotient was obtained by dividing the subject 
age by the mental age. Murdock wished to u ee these three 
quotients for the following reasons~ Reclassification of 
. ' ' 
pupils; e~ightenme~t ... o:t pupils and teacher~; and f'or further , 
testing or speeio.l cases brought to light by this initial group 
of tests. The results of the study are: Correlations between 
Intelligence Ql.lotients and Subject Quotients are negative and 
.. 1• ' • -·~ • • 
large in amount; correlation between Intelligence Quot.ient and 
.,., ... ·'fl •• 
Reading Accomplishment Quotient is -.45; between Intelligence 
Quotient and Arithmetic Accomplishment Quotient is -.73. 
Murdock believes that the chances are very great that a boy or 
" , .. , ~· 
a girl of unusual mental ability will not achieve in hie school 
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work as much as his mental age warrants. 'l'he correlations 
between Intelligence Quotients and Subject QuotiGnts show 
. . . .. ....... .. . . . .. ~·· 
that the brighter pupils are achieving more than the others; 
... ... ' """ ,.. ,,,_ ,... ,.. ,. 
but they are not working to the limit of their mental capacity. 
Murdock concludes her work with the f'ollowing words: "Certainly - ~·· .,. .... 
the results whio~ !e hav~ ~~tained 4~ show loafing ~Y the 
brig~t~r p~pils an~ e~phas~zes the n!c~ssity r~: our do,ing 
forcing where it is n~cessarr." She also believes that the 
backward pupil is more likely to be accomplishing all that his 
mental ability warrants. 
· These studies are based on the accomplishment 
quotient technique to which Kelley.and others ~alee objections. .. ·.• ~· 
A number of studies have been made in this field and a few 
excerpts will be given from two such studies. 
The Misleading Accomplishment Quotient, an .. . 
article ?Y Yilson3 of Ohio University, contain~ the following 
statement: "Certain assumptions that are at least questionable 
are involved in the use 0 r the ace ompl ishment quotient. - ... - ... 
~.· . .. 
They are, first, that there is a general ability ~hicl'!- can be 
made the sole deterip.inant or school accomplishment; second, as 
a corallary, tha~ special abilities and qualitative differences 
in ability do not exist; and third, that this general ability 
can be completely stated by a simple figure." Wilson's con-
oluaions a.re: "l. The unreliability of the measures upon which 
the accomplishment quotient is based alone is sutf icient to 
account tor the negative correlation between intelligence quo-
tient and accomplishment quotient. 
2. Since intelligence quotient is not the 
sole determinant ot possible achievement its use in finding 
,., . ... ...- ... 
the accomplishment quotient results in too high an expecta-
<'C· .. ... • .... "..... ,,. 
tion for bright pupils and too low an expectation for dull 
pupils. 
3. Conclusions based on the use ot accomplish-
ment quotient are misleading unless they take into account the 
reliability of the measures,. the validity .. of the measures, and 
~he part played by the !actors determining the.intelligence 
quotient in school achievement under conditions of maximum mo-
tivation." 
Herbert Popenoe4, Statistician· in Los Angeles 
City Schools, in his study, A Report ot Certain Deticiences of 
the Accomplishment Qllotient, states: "In ·so,. far as may be 
judged from the results of the study the administ~ative use 
of the accomplishment quotient is open to serious criticism." 
Symonds;, in his book on measurement in seoo~d-
ary education, gives a summary ot a. number of studies made cm .. 
homogeneous grouping according to ability or intelligence quo• 
tient. He believes that the evidence concerning progress of 
homogeneous groups up to the present is not .~t all conclusive. 
The·first study is by Uoyer6• In this he com-
pares the achievement of high school .students who were grouped 
::lnto ·classes according to their standing in intell igenoe tests 
with pupils of like ability who were taught in mixed classes. 
The total number of cases· used in each group was about fifteen 
-10 .. 
~.nd th_~refore the results are suggestive only. In a.lgebra the 
segregated superior pupils did no better tllan the unsegregated; 
~ .. . ... ~ 
but the La.tin segregated superior pupils made better scores 
- .. 
than the unsegregated. Moyer concluded: "In order to judge 
the value of segregation we must compare the achievements ot 
- , 
pupil~ who are in segregated clas~_es corresponding to their 
ability with similar pupils in mixed classes. When we make 
the comparison we find that the superior and medium pupils 
appear to do somewhat better in segregated than in mixed classes. 
.... .... ,,.. , .,. 
The inferior pupils, however, do not appear to benefit by segre-
...... ...-. 
gation so far as their scores on the standardized tests are con-
corned." 
Keener7 made a study in 1924 in the Chicago 
schools. He explains: "We have no control experirAent on homo-
geneous groups to report, but we shall present conditions and 
results of actually olass·ifying j anior high school pupils into 
groups which are more or. less homogeneous as to ability and 
needs." The Otis' OlassiUcation Test was given to all the 
pupils and these scores were the sole basis of classification 
as there was no other data available. Each grade was divided. 
into classes by taking the lowest forty for the low class, the 
- . 
next forty f'~r the next class, and so on.. Keener states: "In 
the beginning, some of the Junior High School prinoipals and 
teachers were skeptical as to the value of the test results 
and the grouping, but after nearly two years of trial they al-
most unanimously consider homogeneous grouping the best means 
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of caring for individual ditferences under present conditions. 
.... ,.. ,... •. 
- - ~ - - - - ~ - - Homogeneous classification has made it -- - .~ 
ea.sier to fit the Junior High School to the pugil and until it 
..... .... ,,... 
is possible and feasible to use a superior device, it will answer 
tho need better then heterogenoous·grouping." 
~ . a 
A study was made by Theisen in the Cleveland 
. . 
schools on the relative progress. ot VII-B groups sectioned on 
the basis ot ability. The pupils had boen given the Illinois 
intelligence test early in January. The results were utilized 
by the Junior High School principals in arranging them into 
VII-B groups of different ability as they entered Junior High 
- .. 
School January- 31st. At the e~d of the semester in June, an 
effort was made-·to determine the achievements of the different 
sections in each school. The -pupils were tested.with the Stone 
Reasoning test in Aritllmetic; the Monroe.Reading Test, Fo:nn II; 
tU1d the Charters Language Test. After the results or the tests 
had been tabulated by classes, the records were arranged a~cording 
to the class intell igerJCe score. All classes with an intelligence 
score of eighty-two and up were placed in Group I; between· seven-
ty•t';IO and eighty-two 111 Group. II; between sixty-seven and seven-
ty-two in Group III; between sixty-two and sixty-seven in Group '19; 
between fifty-oix and sixty-two in Group v, and below fifty-six in 
Group VI. The number of classes in the different groups ranged 
from nine to Ufteen. Four.teen schools were tested. Theisen 
found that the brighter groups made greater progress than the 
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duller groups. The average class of high intelligence was in 
no case less than three semesters ahead of the average class in 
low intelligence. There was, however, considerable difterence in 
the achievement of classes having the same ability. It is hie 
belief then that: "Groupi~g by intelligence or mental maturity 
does not elimi?li:lte the necessity of good teaching to bring out 
' •. 
the best results. Equal or approximately equal intelligence 
does not mean equal scholarship. Some low intelligence classes 
did better than others of high intelligence." 
In the March issue of the Journal of Educational 
Research9 is an editorial on homogeneous or non-homogeneous group-
.' ~ .. 
ing which states that the purpose of classifying school children 
.... "' 
is to bring together pupils who are. equal. ~r approximately equal 
in ability in order that common instru.ction may be given. The 
writer cites a school system which abandoned homogeneous grouping - . 
because the teachers and the administration found its undesirable 
results far outweighed its advantages. For seven years the s_eventh, 
eighth and ninth grades had been' classified on the basis of the 
previous years• average scholastic standing into four groups ot 
· varying ability. Few, it any intelligence tests had been given. 
The plan of homogeneous grouping had been abandoned because it seemed 
.... ... 
to have two desirable features while its undesirable features were 
said to be nine in number. The desirable features were: The plan 
worJ.<ed fairly well with the middle so~ of the pupils; and the upper 
qu~rtet covered somewhat larger amounts of subject matter. The 
undesirable features were: The pupils in the upper quartet de-
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pended on. versa.tu ity and cleverness rather tha.n barcl work; 
. this group developed snobbishness and egotism; the pupils in 
.. . . ' "' ....... -
the· 1owea~ quartet made little effort; .. to many, the oppo_rtun~ty 
ot getting ,into.~igher groups made ~o_appeal; parents did not 
understand the sohane and nagged the children who were· in the 
• N -· 
lower groups;. teachers favored the stronger and slighted the 
" . - .. " 
weaker sections; sueh classification is undemocratic; since 
• ,.. • ..z. 
it is irtiposs ible to give th! same work to all sect ions, the 
pupils in the lower sections enter High School hand"ica.ppecf; 
1.--itelligence tests show high mental ability among some pupils 
~ . ,,,. ·~ 
whose schol~stie st~ndin~ is 1~. These points, however, 
merely bring out the fundamental tact that the problem ot doing 
,_.~ - . "' - ,.. ...,. ... .,,.. ...... ... " 
effective school work is not solved by classification. There 
·1> "' • 
~hould also be a modification o~ me~hod, an ad~ustment or the 
curricular off_er~ngs in terms or_ tho abili~y of these ditf'erent 
groups, and the administration of the whole scheme wisely. Clas-
, " " 
sUieation is buit one means to the end of carrying for individual 
~· .,. .... 
differences in children and it is of little value 6:r all the 
other means to this same end are di~reg~~ed. . 
Richard D. Allen10 considered the problem of - . 
classification.from another standpoint. It is well worthwhile 
to note the following quotation from his study on some neglected 
probl~ in classifying High School pupils: "A classification of 
pupils according to intelligence in the junior high schools as 
well as in senior high schools should be more than a mere admin-
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istrative device to increase the efficiency of instruction. 
~t-should be~ means by which problan~ can ~e iso~ated, studied, 
and solv~---at f1.r~t ten~~~ively, but as time goes on with 
greater accuracy and assurance. A guidance program in these 
. -
schools, which made us~ ot i~divid~al p~ycho~ogica.1,- and educa-
t,ional measur_~ments __ f'or_purpoees of ~divid~ ~uidance as well 
as for efficient instruction---auch a program will prove an ..... ,, , ~ ..... ~ -
important step toward the solution of many of our most.difficult 
educational problems." 
Ferguson11 of the Univeriity of Wi~consin1 ob-
tained data fr~m ~he s~~1o~ls of Wes~ ~lis, Wisconsin! while. he 
was Director ot Educational Measurements in West Allis. The 
. eff'eet of classification upon pupil promotion was considered. 
He wanted to fin" if' classification and proper grade placement 
.k ,.. '" N •' - .. 
of pupils reduced the number of failures. The percent of 
... .. .,.. ... 
failures wa.s recorded for the period of non-classification and 
... C -·· - ., N ~ ,, O -
for the period ot classification.~ The standards ot promotion 
~-·. •. ... . ... •... ... 
were the same ror both periods. The experiment was carried out 
in grades I tbrou~h~. 'l'h~ pei:sonnel o~ the teach~ statf 
during the two periods was practically the same. The pupils 
, - ... .. .... 
were ~lassif'ied into three intelligence-quotient groups, de-_ 
noting ~ull, normal and bright pupils.Fe~guson ~ound that the 
clasaif ication or pupils into homogeneous groups according ~o. 
abil it1 tends to reduce the failures. Proper grade placement 
and classification reduced mal-adjustments, mental and educational. 
-is-
over-agenesa and under-ageness, and resulted in a better educatiaial 
product. 
.. 
Odell or the University of I111nois12 made a crit-
ical .. study ~t ~he_ ~easures or achieVement rela~iv~ to_ ~a~acity. 
He gives h~s purpose i~ maki~ the.study in th! following ~ords: 
"The ?se ot measures of .achievement ~~lative to capacity has been 
one of the most enthusiastically recommended and widely employed 
procedures that have arisen in connection with the standardized. 
test movement ..... - - -~ - .. - : - - - A~ is so frequently true, 
so in this instance, th~ ~ajority of ·those who adopted s~ch pro-
cedures did so non-critically. • - - - - • - - .. - It has there-. ... .. .. .. .. ' . 
fore, appeared- worthwhile to devote this bulletin to a critical 
·study of measures or achievement relative to capacity." .. ,, ' 
Chapter I of the bulletin gives a definition of 
.~ ... , ~ 
the measures of achiav~ent and intellige~ce such as m~ntal age, 
~chievement age, educat~onal. age, intelligence quo~ient, subject 
~uotient, aco~mplishment_ quoti~~t. an~ ~t~er simi~ar ~erms in use 
among educators. The next chapter contains a historical account 
ot the origin or the measures. Odell's concluding statement in 
the chapter is: "Present practice may be summarized by saying 
,.. -·· ... ~ ... " 
that the achievement quotient suggested by Monroe, and its synonym, 
. .. 
the original accomplishment quotient of Franzen are widely used, 
·- -· .. Ill' ' ••• 
the subject quotient,_ the ~ducational quotient, and the ~~omplish­
ment ratio somewhat less so, and the others rarely or not at a.11." 
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The merits and demerits of the various measures 
are presented in chapter III. Quotient measures are to be 
.... .+• .. 
~eoommended chiefly be~ause their use ~s already much mo~e 
_common. After a critioa.1 consideration of the suggestions 
of Ferguson, Peters, ~tis, Symonds, and Nygaard• Odell finds 
t~t Symonds' index of effort ia the only one which has much 
-- . 
practical merit. The validity of most quotient measures is .. . 
low because the units of measures used in computing the quotient 
are not equivalent. Odell's personal investigation and his 
..... . ~ " ...... 
review of studies of reliability of measures or achievement 
relative to capacity lead him to conclude that their relia.-
bility is entirely unsatisfactory. He says: "Indeed their 
..•. ,;. ~ " 
reliability is so low that it is recommended that they never 
be employed for the diagnosis. classification, or other treat-
ment of individual pupils except possibly when they are based 
upon the combined reaults from several group tests or one in-
dividual intelligence test. 
These studies and many others which may be 
found in current l,itera.ture advocate the practice of homogen-
eous grouping and call attention to the tact the technique of 
- , 
homogeneous grouping stands in great need of improvement. The 
work of the educator is to devote his time and efforts to im-
proving the practice. There should be no thought of discarding 
it when in spite of poor organization it has shown good results. 
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THE PROBLEM AND THE METHOD-OF PROCEDURE 
~ ~ ~ - - . ~ - - - -~ - ~ - -- ---
The problem is: A comparative study of the 
~ ' . ~ 
scores made by three levels of eighth grade arithmetic students 
',. ' .. 
of Oentr~ J~ni~r H:lgh Sc~~ol, Kans~s City, Kans'?-s, in ord~r to 
determine the speed, accuracy, comP.r~hension,~ . and rea.soni~ ot 
each level in so far as these elements are measured by the 
Oompa.as Diagnostic Tests in Arithmetic. The problem purports 
to give the amount of gain of each group and to discover the . .• 
groups which make the greater gains in the various tests. 'l'he 
.. ~ - . ,., ~... .. ,. ..... . ~ 
study is based on data obtained from four tests given for the 
,.. " ... ... .. 
~u1•pose ~f determining~· the spe~d9 the accuracy, the· comprehen-
sion, ~nd the reasoning ab~ity o~ each group. The tests used 
were tests IV, IX, XVII and XIX or the "~ompa.ss Diagnosti? Tests 
in Arithmetic. Test IY which deals with the division or whole 
numbers is a sixty minute test and was used.to test the speed 
,, .. ...,,. 
of the three groups. It was necessary to divide the period for 
~iving t~is test into .two_ class sessions. Test IX: Addition, 
subtraction, ~nd multipli:ati~n of ~ecima:t:a is a twenty minute 
test, given for the purpose or te.ati~ t~e accu~acy of the t~1ree 
groups. Test XVII: Problem analysis is a thirty ... rive minute 
~· . ' .. 
test and was used to test the comprehension of the groups. 
-1a-
Test XIX: General problem scale, another twenty_ minute teat, 
7-9.s given to test the arithmetic reasoning of the groups. 
,, .... - ' ·~ ... 
The. tests were given on consecutive days, be· 
ginning February the 6th and ending February the 10th; and all 
~ -· . ..~ 
groups were tested on the same days with.tho same tests. The 
l 4 2 group was a second. hour class; the 2 group was a first 
hour class, and the ~3 group was a fourth hour class. The 
school day b.egins at a:30 A.M. and ends at 2:3; P.M. There 
are five class periods of t'ifty-f ive minutes each. The lunch 
period begins at ll:SO A.M. and ends at 12:30 P.H. Hours 
four and five tollow the lunch period. 
The groups were tested twico. The initial 
testing took place the week of February the 6th and the final 
testing was the week or May the 16th. An interval of three 
months existed between the giving of the two tests. It was 
necessary to use Form A of the Compass Dia.gnostic Tests 1n 
Arithmetic both times because it was- the only form published 
at that time. There was no discussion of the tests at either 
testing and all of t.hem were graded by the same instructor. 
4 "3 . 
Group 2 and group 3 were under the instruction of one teacher 
and group ,;. was under the instruction of another. 
TABIE I 
_.......,_ 
The Scores Made By 21 Group on Tests 'IV, IX, XVII and XIX, of 
Compass Diagnostic Tests • 
• • Pupil Test 'IV Test IX . Test "!.!III • 'l'est XIX • • • . • ..... . . ,., 
Init~ Final : Initial Final : Initial Fina.1 : Init~l Final -.. . . ·~~ .. 
R. A. 319 389 59 69 so-1/3 ,72 10 9 
1 c. B. 212 215 so 51 60-2/3 67-2/3 11 9 
D. B. 365 368 180 184 66-1/3 . 71-1/3 14 14 
•··.·· ..... .. 
R. c. 300 307 122 129 47.2/3 67-1/3 10 14 
E. D. 180 196 82 120 S3 62 12 11 .. ·•.ti;' ... ,., 
H. ~. 341 3SO 78 91 5~-1/3 69-1/3 14 12 
" ·····':' - .. 
Po H. 319 328 99 118 67-1/3 72 12 14 
" .. 
H. K. 361 364 126 120 sa .. 1/3 70 14 lS 
.... ,.. . ... . .. .,,,.... - . . 
D. Ko 33? 334 138 140 69·2/3 65-2/3 14 12 
"''"' - .. 
AeMe 323 339 94 136 63-2/3 72-2/3 15' 13 
D. N. 374 406 124 lS7 13 . 74-1/3 14 14 ·- .. ,, 
R. R. 2.54 261 114 123 68-2/3 72 13 1; 
P. s. 373 380 113 11; 64-1/3 72 14 13 
'""·'" - '' 
R. T. ~2.~ ~~6 11~ 102 .. 64 68-1/3 9 14 ,.,., .•. , " 
I. V. 323 343 80 13~ 64 1..2 - 11 13 - .. .. 
T. W. 381 401 119 143 ?..2:1/3. 67~1/3. 10 14 
F. W. 296 32; 133 144 ~.2-2/3 ?.1-1/3 14 15 ... ;• 
D. W. .~,~~ 272 121. 142 65 67 lS 12 ~1 ; " 
Te We 33~ 3~,2 123 142 66 r1-:2/~ 14 12 
., .. ,·,• , .. ,,,, 
., 


























The Sco~es Ma.de by 24 Group o~ 'l'e~ts rl, IX, XVII and XIX, of 
Compass Dia.gnostic Tests 
• • • Test 7Y Test IX • Test XVII Test IIX • • • • • : • • 9 Initial Final • Initial Final Inital Final : Inita.1 Final 0 
19S 311 61 .5'1 43 ;6 8 13 . ,, . j.;" - .. ,,.,,.,,. - " 
347 351 107 130 44-1/3 64-2/3 12 9 
....• ~~ .. 
372 377 146 146 71 69-2/3 11 15' .,, ,, - ,, - " 
322 3S3 108 110 37-2/3 47-1/3 11 10 ... . - .. - " 
333 331 93 132 45 .. 2/3 54-2/3 12 13 
,, ,.; .... ,,, 
32S 319 158 1'7 51 73 .. 2/3 11 13 
I' I I • h 
337 305 125 129 so 55-2/3 13 12 
.,.-.,,.• 
359 fTO 164 161 65 . 60 13 14 
., .~ , ~ ~- " 
2;2 30'1 15 91 51 ;9.;.2/3 9 7 . , .. 
'""'"''". " 
343 3S4 161 165 65-2/3 66-2/3 lS 15 
" ,., .... .... .. 
304 294 131 130 36-1/3 61-1/3 14 14 . . - .. ..... 
299 317 148 154 59-2/3 61 11 15 
I•·•""' .. . - .. 
342 263 154 163 53-1/3 70-2/3 13 13 .. - .. 
347 379 108 112 31-2/3 3S a 11 
" - M . . - .. 
301 321 1~3 118 ~~~2/~ ?.S~2/~ 10 11 
.~32 35? 10~ 118 ??.-2/3 67 :.1/3 12 12 ....... .. 
31i ,33? l,~J 126 S~, ... ~' 13 15 " 
300 313 135 0 46 66-2/3 14 14 .. ... 
379 40~ 143 173 .7,2. " 14~1/3 13 12 
,273 26S lQ.1 1~9 33~1/3. 31~.2/3 10 .9 
374 374 163 161, ,,9~2/3 67 l4 13 
28,,9 230 1.a .96 37-2/3 ;2 13 a 
261 239 SS 39 so so 9 9 
.. TABLE III -- . 
The Scores Made by 33 Group on Tests N, IX, XVII, and XIX, of 
Compass Dia.gnostic Tests 
• • • . Test '1Y . Test IX Test XYII • Test XIX 
Pupil • • • • • • 
• . • 
: Initial Final . Initial Final : Initial Final : Inital Final • ---'·'<' 
J.,. B. 33i 3S7 sa 101 33 3S 7 9 
' ' - .. 
J. c. 264 2.5'0 101 122 22-1/3 44 6 7 ... 
c. c. 268 317 61 80 39 32 a 6 
A. c •. 2S3 270 99 113 S1 48-2/3 10 10 .. . " .. - .. 
L. c. 122 103 S9 77 30-1/3 31·2/3 6 8 .. .. .. 
c. D. 289 280 74 98 32·2/3 Z1 7 8 
J • D. 186 162 3S 40 19-2/3 15·1/3 4 4 
M. G. 263 254 76 103 40 27-1/3 7 CJ 
E. G.(a.) 119 120 22 2; 14-1/3 13-2/3 3 4 
•·· 
E. G.(b) 56 53 3 32 12•1/3 14-1/3 1 2 
~ 
,, . 
J • H. 169 200 59 60 14-2/3 48-1/3 5 10 .. 
B. M. 267 299 88 91 2s-1/3 26 12 12 
T. P. 201 208 13 100 24-2/3 21·2/3 9 a 
C. P. 236 227 21 41-1/3 41-1/3 37 9 12 
F. P. 212 179 91 109 29 42 7 9 
R. R.(a) 21.S 262 S3 63 'rt-2/3 47-1/3 7 7 ,. , ..... .. 
;) ·'-'"·•- " 
R. R.(b) 244 234 93 69 33 .. 2/3 36-1/3 9 10 
L. s. 296 321 103 10; 29 32 a 10 
M •. K. 140 149 2; lS 17 12-2/3 4 7 
,., ~ - " 
lll., E. 203 21.5' 94 S7 3.5' 34-2/3 10 10 




Tables I, II and III give the raw scores made 
by the three groups on the four tests, the first and second 
time the tests were given. These tables show that the high 
score for each group on ea.ch giving of the four tests is as 
follov:s; 
Test DI ~ 
Grou2 First Time Second Time 
l 2. 381 406 
.. 
24 379 401 
33 337· 3S7 
Teat IX ~ 
Grou;e First Time. Second Time 
2~ 180 184 
4 2 .. 164 173 ,, 
33 103 122 
Test XVII ~ 
Grcu,a First Time Second Time 
2~ 73 74-1/3 
2.~ 72 74-1/3 
" 
.. 
33 51 48-2/3 
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Test XI! Score 
Group First Time Sec~nd Time 
~ lS lS 
I 
2 4 lS 15 
33 12 12 
From Table rl, the medians for the groups on tie 
~ ...,. .. ._ ~·. ·- - . " _._ . 
four tests each time they were given '"~~e as follows: 
Test IV l.tedian 
groqa First Time Second Time _..,_ 
.... * ,;. 330 340 
2,~ 321-2/3 335. 
H ,·~ . 
33 230 230 
Test IX Median . -
Grou:e First Tim!_ Second Time 
i 117-1/2 128 
4 
2 .. 117-l/2 121-1/2 
33 70 80 
Test XVII Median 
Group First Time Second Time 
r 63 70-l/2 
4 2,. 49 61-1/2 












In the discussion or the test results, the 21 
group will be designated as the superior group, the 24 group 
as the middle group, and the 33 group as the slow group. 
The results of test IV: Division of whole num-
bars, which was given to measure the speed. of the groups, show 
that the superior group made a. higher score than the middle 
group, and the middle group made- a higher score than the slow 
group at the beginning of the experiment. This is as it should 
be. The second time the test was given the superior group again 
ranked first, the middle group second, and the slow group last; 
but the difference in score between the superior group a.Jld the 
middle group is only five points, while the dif'f erence between 
the middle group and the slow group is one hundred five points. 
The difterenoe between the superior group· and the middle group 
could sdarcely be considered an appreciable difference. 
The results. of test IX: Addition, subtraction and 
multiplication or decimals• which was given to test the accuracy 
ot the groups, show that the superior and middle groups made ex-
actly the same score the first time the test was given and the 
-2;-
superior group was half a point a.head- of the middle group the 
·second time. 'l'herefore, the accuracy of the superior and middle 
groups is the sa.me; a.nd the accuracy of the slow group is much · 
lower, as shown by a diff erenoe of forty-seven a.nd one-half points 
on the first a.nd second giving of the test. This is not according 
to expectations, because acco~ing to the theory underlying homo-__ 
geneous grouping, the superior group should rank first; the middle 
group second; and the slow group. last. 
The results of test XVII: Problem analysis, which 
was given to measure the comprehe11sion of the groups• shows that 
the superior group ranked first; the middle group, second; and the 
slow group, last. In each case, there was an app1•eeiable dii'f"er-
ence in score at both the first and second.testing. As was ex• 
pected, the comprehension of the superior group was much better 
than· the comprehension or the middle. group. Furthermore, the 
middle group surpassed the slow group in comprehension, as it 
should have done. 
The results of test XIX: General problem soale1 
which was given to measure the arithmetic reasoning of the groups, 
shows that the superior group ranks first; the middle group seoond; 
and the slow group, last. Again, as in Test N, we !ind that the 
difference in score between the superior group and the middle group 
·is very slight and almost negligible at the two testings. The 
first difference is one point, and the second difference is a little 
more than half a point. Judging from the results of thila test, we 
-26-
~ould _sar, tha~ the middle ·group ~q~s the superior group __ in 





















The Median, the Range, a:n9. the Standard Deviation of 
Groups ~. 24, and 33, on the Four Tests. 
.. .. .. RJUlS.!.-- Median Standard Dev :lat i~ 
Initial Final_ Initial Fiaj. Initial Final -
TEST IV 
" 
180 to 381 or 201 196 to 406 or 210 330 340 l.l;' 1.91 
19S to 274 or 179 230 to 401 or 171 321·2/3 33S 1.36 1.5 
S6 to 337 or 281 S3 to 357 or 304 230 230 2.33 2.5; 
TES'!' IX -
50 to 180 or 130 51 to 18? or 127 117-1/2 128 2.94 · 2.aa .. .. 
55 to 164 or-109 0 to 173 or 173 117·1/2 127-1/2 3.t'23 4.217 
, . 
3 to 103 or 100 1.5' to 122 or 107 70 80 2.a9 3.26 
TEST XVII -
47-2/3 to '13 or ;a-1/3 to 7 4·1/3 63 70 .. 1/2 1.3a .oa 
2;-1/3 or 16 
" .. 
31·2/3 to 7·2 or 31•2/3 to ·. 7 4-1/3 49 61-1/2 1.24 1.06 
40-1/3 Ol' 42-1/3 
12 to Sl or 39 12 to 48 or 36 28-1/3 32-1/2 1.41 1.02 
TEST XIX ........... 
9.to 1; or 6 9 to i; or 6 13-1/2 13-2/3 1.19 3.71 
8 to 15 or 'I 1 to 15 or a 12-1/2 13-1/10 1.93 2.34 
1 to 12 Ol' 12 2 to 12 or 10 'T-3/5 9 2.62 2.;4 
TABLE V 
The Avera.~e_ .. Score of Ea.ch .Group ,on Te~ts IV, IX, XVII, 
and XIX, of Compass D:lagnostic Tests. 
.. _ ...... _.._.... 
Nwnber of Average Score s. D. Average Score s. D. Grout __ c,~s.es ...... _ Initial ................... Ini;fi.i~ !u!,tial Initial 
TEST N --,;. 20 309.a 1.15 32~.2 1.91 
.. ;, ... .. ' 
2~ 23 307.3 1.36 323.2.s 1.; 
~3 20 216.66 2.33 2la.1s 2.,, 
TEST IX -
21 20 108.3 2.94 126.03 2.aa· 
2~ 23 117.21 3.23 119.81 4.217 
·33 20 6S 2.a9 1;. 3.26 
TEST XVII 
i- 20 59.CJS 1.3a 6a.3 .oa 
2.~ 23 46.89 1.24 57.21 1.06 
,. 
33 20 26.6 1.41 2a.6 1.02 
TEST XIX 
21 20 .12.95 1.19 13.2 3.71 
4 
2. 23 11.99 1.93 12.5 2.34 
~3 20 7.4 2.62 a.94 2.54 
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Table V gives _the av_erage scor,e, the number of 
oases, and the standard deviation o~ ea_~h group for the_ fou~ 
tests. Using Garrett's formula for the significance of the 
difference and the data given in Table V 1 we can determine . -
exactly how reliable are the differences obtained. The 
The 
formula to be used is: ~ }tthere D is the actual dit-
/dft 
ference in the average seores and (711 is 'ti r: fl. ..&.. r :L. l ~ r ..,,..-t 
I~ is equal to 
~ 
For Test IV, the reliability of the difference 
between the superior group and the middle group for the initial 
test is: 
which means that the chances are 99., in 100 that the real 
ditf erenoe will be greater than zero. 
In the same manner the reliability of the dif-
f erence between the groups on the other tests is calculated and 
the results are given in Table VI on the following page. 
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TABLE VI 




,;. and 2~ 
TEST IX 
·~ 
2' and 21 
r and 2~ 
4 3 2 and 3 
TEST XVII 
-1 4 z- a.nd 2. 
4 . "3 
2 and 3 
TEST XIX ---·-1 4 




Between Each Group and the Cha.noes of a True Dif • 
f erence Greater than Zero. 









·c~nces'·in foo of a Truo 
Difference Greater Tha.n 
Zero 
..,, 











The Gains Made by the Three Groups on the Tests. 
Group '!'est Gain Reliability 
................. _.......,,.. ...... 
Chances in 100 
,; IV 14.4 99.9 
2~ If i;.9; 99.9 
~3 'IV 2.07 99. 
i IX 17.73 99.9 
24 IX 2.6 98.9 
" 
33 IX 10. 98.9 
,;. XVII a.3; 99.9 
2.~ XVII 10.32 99.9 
n 
33 XVII 2. 99.9 
21 XIX • 2; 61 • 
2~ XIX • ;1 79 • 
~3 XIX 1 • .$4 'n. 
TABLE VIII 
The Rank or the Three Groups on the Tests Eased 
On the Amount of Gain. 
-~-
Test First Second Third 
2'' 21 ~3 
r-.. 
l 33 24 2 
XVII 24 21 ~3 
XDt 33 24 1 2 
-33· 
Table VII on page 31 gives the a.mount of gain and 
the reliability of that amount in terms of the number cf chances 
~ > ,. 
~ 100 t~at the ~ain i~ a ~~ue gain. Table,VIII en page 32, 
gi~es the rank of e~h group as t~ tl'le amouni of gain made on 
the test. From this table we disc over that the superior group 
made the greatest gain on test IX, was second on tests 1Y and 
XV II, and ma.de the least gain on test XIX. The middle group 
made the greatest gain on teats VI and XVII, was second en 
test XIX, and made the least gain on teat IX. The slew group 
made the greatest gain on test XIX, was second on test IX and 
made the least gain on teats IV and XVII. It seems, therefore, 
that the three groups vary only a little in their ability in 
~ . .... ... 
speed, accuracy, comprehension~ and arithmetic reaso~ing, o.G 
shown by the gains made on the teats over a period of twelvo 
·•. ... 
weeks• 'l'be superior group should have excelled the middle 
group in all the tests; and the middle group should have excelled 
the slow group in all the tests. According to the results of 
this· study, however, we f'in~ no ~uch diff"erence. It is sul'pria-
1.ng to note from the data given ln Table VIII that the slow group 
. . 
makes a greater gain than the middle group; and that the superior 
group makes less gain than tlle slow or middle groups on test XIX. 
From the same data, it is apparent that en no test do we tincl 
the order of gain to be the expected order of superior, middle 
and slow. 'I'he ranking on test IV is middle, superior and slow; 
on test IX. the rar..king is superior, alow and middle; and on 
test XVII, the ranking is middle, superior and slow. 
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It is beyond the scope of this study to explain 
•.• f' 
why the superior group did not excel the middle group and the 
slow groups in the various teats. Nor is it possible to ex-
plain why the slow group made greater gains in some of the . ,. 
tests, tba.n eithe~ of , .. the others. . Perlla.ps the results would 
have been very mucJldifferent if a larger number of caaee 




The purpose. of this .. study ms to compare the 
. _1· 4 "3 
soores made by the z-, 2 , and} grouP.s ct ar~thmetic students 
:1.n speed, .. accuracy, c~mprehension and arithmetic reasoning; encl 
also to £ind the gains made by ea.ch group. Instruction is 
based on the following principle of enrichment; the,, course of 
study outlines more work for the 24 group than the.33 group; 
' . . 
and even more work ror the ,;. group than for the 24 group • 
. ~· .. '" 
Enrichment includes more and different work. For example, in 
the teac~µig or positive and negative numbers the work required 
tor the 33 group is the presentation or the idea or positive and 
1 4 ' 
negative numbers, but the 2 and 2 groups must be taught addi-
tion of positive 'and negative numbers; and th& r group muat ale 
know subtraction of positive and negative numbers. The entire 
course cf study for the three groups may be found in the appendix. 
This experiment indicates that there is a ditteronce 
in the attainment or the three groups and e. rather signiticant 
difference which suggests real differences in relative abilities. . -
In spite of the difficulties encountered in carrying out the 
study, the date. :ln ·Chapter IV justifies our saying that ther~ is 
e. significant difference between the 21 group and the 24 group in 
speed, accuracy 1 ecmprehension, and arithmetic reasoning; and the 
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same figures sh9w an even greater difference between the 24 
" 
group and the 33 group. The differences appear at the be-
~inning of the experiment. 
would be prognosticated. 
The gains, however t e.re not what 
The gains made by the throe groups on the 
four taste are givet1 in Table VII and from this data the 
ranking of the groups is obtained.,. For e~a.~ple, on test 
IV the 21 or euperio~ group uiade a gain of 14.4 points; t~a 
. ·, .. 
24 or middle group made a. gain of 15.95 points; and the 33 
or slow group made a gain of 2.07 points. The ranking, thero-
rore, '·s as follows: mid~le group, firat'i superio~ group, 
second; and slow group, third. Table VIII gives the tanking 
or the groups on all th~ test~. From these rankings, we can 
see that there is no uniformity of diff eronoes in the gains 
made by each group that correspond to mental ranks. Theoret-
ically, one would expect the superior group to make the largest 
gain, a.nd t~e slow grou~ to 1'.lake th~ s~llest gain. Thie is 
not true from results of this experiment. If all the factors 
were controlled and the number of cases used were sufficiently 
large, this might have been ~rue. One is not justified, there-
fore, in assuming general di~ferenoes fro~ a.study wh~ch has 
only twenty cases in each group. The paucity of' cases seems to 
be the weaknese or most of the studies regarding the value ot 
homogeneous grouping. 
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This study indicates distinct differences 
in ability of the three groups, ~ut at t~e same time it s~1~we 
that the gains made by ea.c~ g~~up are n.ot what .. s~oul~ be ~x­
peoted. . In every t~st, except one, :the ~uperior group made 
a higher average score than the middle group; and in no test 
did the slow group make a higher average score than the middle 
....... . .. . ... 
group. This, however, was not true in the amount of gains 
made by the three groups; because on test XIX the slow group 
.. . .. 
made a far greater gain than the superior or the middle group. 
· One o an aaaume that there is a need for 
careful and large-scale experimentation in the field to de-
termine ways in which individua.i differences in aJlility may 
be reccgnized and made to function in the school room. From 
this and other studies in the field of oxperimenta.l education, 
it appears that the practice of homogeneous grouping ia one 
or the devices which has not yet proved its value. That the 
scheme is :not always dependable is shown by the fact that vre 
did not obtain in all cases the results anticipated theoret-
ically by the initial status or the gro_up. The superior 
. ' 
group did not make the gains in the tests whd.ch is expected. 
or them. It ma.y be because the subject matter is not so or-
ganized as to give the individuals cf the group an opportunity 
to display their abilities. The method ot teaching is probably 
not sufficiently ditferentiated for the distinct groups. 
Whatever the reasons may be (judging from the results or this 
study}, we may sa.y that homogeneous grouping hae not brought 
,., .• ' ~ ~ -
the desired and expected results. There should be theoretically - . . 
in every case as great a difference betvtEJ&n the superior and 
.. ' 
m_id~le grou~B a.s there_ is ?etween th~. middle am slow groups. 
W& should find the superior group surpassing the middle group 
upon ev~ry test and the middle group surpassing the slow group 
in every regard.· In addition to that, tbere should be dis .. 




·APPEND IX ·~ 
- - ... .. - -
The following pages show the computations 
for the data given in tabl~ VI on p~ge 30 ot chapter 'JY. 
The reliability or the diti'erence between 
"• 4• 
the groups is round by means of Garrett•e formula: 
~ 
r;qf 
Th:~ reliability of the d itference between 
group 24 and group )3 on the initial giving of test IV is: 
94. ~ ~ -;:. /S-.$ y(.fll /)'-.J-(~-J. /) ~ . 
wM.ch means that the chances are 99.9 in 100 that the differ• 
ence will always l.i.e greater than zero. For the final testing 
the reliability is: 
/114, .2- I - - /I, f c~m.) .,_+ (o7p-
which means that the chances are 99.9 in 100 tbat the differ-
ence will always be greater than zero. 
4 In test IX we find that group 2 excels 
group 21 in the initial giving og the test and the reliability 
" . 
ot that difference is: 
f.f I 
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which means that the chances are 99.9 in 100 that the dif'feronce 
~ -
will al1Yays be greater than zero. 
D -
(dur for final testing is: t. ·fl :t _ ..j-; 7/ a 44f-r {.17f}.,,. 
which means that the chances a.re 99.9 ·in 100 that the difference . . 
will be greater than zero. 
~~ reliability or the difteronce between 
" 
group 24 and group 33 on initial testing o.t the same test is: 
~-2.2! :::. $'' j 
j (.t73) ... -t-(.t ill).... . . 
which means that the chances a.re 99.9 in 100 that the difference 
will always be greater than zero • 
...!?.... for final testing is: 
nut J./- 1. 3 I -;::. .g f. :2_ 
{. f?f) -z. -1- (.7~ '!} "2-
which means that the chances are 99 • 9 in 100 that the d if f' erenca 
will be greater than zero. 
In Test XV~I, the reliability of the dif feronce 
between group ~ and group 24 in the initial testing is: 
/ .J, /) /, -=- .3 .:l. ,~-
Y (a 11 fJ,.+(u-1)2. 
which means that the chances are 99.<J in 100 that the difference 
will be greater than zero. 
D -
-41-) 
which means that th~ chances are 99.9 in 100 that the difference 
will be8greater than zero. 
For the same test ~he reliability or the dit-. " .. . .. 
ference between group 24 and group 33 on the initial giving is: 
,{ltf).':2.,f -- ,;,-~ 
{ (u8J i.-H.~~l/) .... 
which means that the chances are 99.9 in 100 that the difference . . 
will be greater than zero·. 
D -
~f for the final testing is: 
,2 f1 t,/ 
y c ;t 41) .... +- ,C:t A.f) '2.. .. - f'tJ, ~ 
which means that the eha.ncesare 99.9 in 100 that the difference 
will be greater than zero. 
For test XIX, we find, the reliability or the 
difference between Group ~ a.nd group 24 in the initial testing 
:le: .ft - '% 
,/ "2- - :t. /J . r (. ~1~'J a...,_ (. J/ ~ :2J 
which means that the chances are 99.9 in 100 that the difference 
will always be greater th~ zero. 
D ----0 dii'f. for f ina.l testing is: 
,'l = . /7,1. .:!> ,,,,,-
frnl/.J ?..+ ( !18' 7J 2-
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~ichmeans that the chanceeare 99.9in100 that the difference 
• •e ;1-.• .. 
will be greater than zero. 
The reliability of the differe~e in the ini-
. .... . -- -.. -
'tial testing of the same test for group 24 and 33 is: 
'-/-. ~--1 . :::. t, I ? 
f,7'o:l.) z. +-~~ t,) 2. 
which means that the chances are 9~.9 in 100 that the difference 
will be greater than zero. 
D -
~iff. for final testing is: 
which means that the chances are 99.9 in 100 that the difterence 
~ . ,._ ,.,, 
will always be greater than zero. 
Table IX, &t the end of this chapter, briefly 
sums up the above facts and shows that it.;~the sampling is a ran-
. . . 
dcm sampling, tho chances in all cases but three are 99.9 in 100 
- ' 
that there will be a true difference greater than zero. Table 
X gives the tank or each group on the four teats. 
Using the data given in Table VIII and the 
formala we can find the amount cf gain each group 
made and the reliability of the gain. 
On test IV t tl1e r group made a gain of 14.4 
points. fbe reliability or the gain is: 
;.tj-, 4 
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The 24 group made a gain of lS.<JS points and the reliability is 
/~-,,.:J- -
37,3 
'/(llf3) ?.t- (.JI~,__ 
•"' .. ·'i' 
The 33 group made a gain of 2.07 points am the reliability is 
~'" 1 / ::. :<. (p f {,J-.1.1) '"-r ~.s-7 ).,_ . 
· .. 
0n~te~t ~, the 2~ gra.up made a gain of 17.73 
points. The reliability of the gain is 
L I /,1.3 -=- /,, $ 
y( ~.S-/1) 1--t: (.~ 91/) 2-
The 24 group made a gain of 2.6 points and the reliability is 
:2,f 
- ,:'l , .3 .:!>-
(, 173) t.-;- (,%7$) 'Z-
h 3 . . 
The 3 group made a gain of 10 points and the reliability is: 
.._ . /__ tJ =- / tfJ, ,:<_ 
~ (- ~ f-{,) I- +- (.? :J.1) 'Z-
On test XVII, the ,;i.. group ma.de a gain of 
a.35 points. The reliability of the gain is; 
·!1.S~-.._ ;;. :z /, I y (,.a I 9) 2- +: " (. ()/I) :J.. 
4 The 2 group made a gain of 10.32 points and the reliability is 
//)·~ ~ 
..__ .::. $ t'1..S .. y (~ .r~) z. t- (,~-:!.I),_ . . . 
The 33 group made a gain of 2 points and the reliability is: 
z 
{(. $11/) 2. +- (.~A 'i) "L- ;;.. ~-;I . 
1 On test XIX, the 2 group made a gain of .25 
points. The reliability of the gain is: 
I t.t, ~~ :~ r.?:J.f) 2- ~ • ~ 7 
-44-
4 . 
The 2 group made a gain or .;1 points and the reliability is: 
,._:}/ 
,,,_ . ' 
'l'he 33 group ma.de a gain of 1.54 points and the reliability is: 
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: .Where.: 
• 1Jau t. 
:E:i@tli Gracie 




by . : 
1. Rules • , . 
2. Formulas : 
3. Tables : 




. • : 
• ·• . • 
• • . • . • 
• 
• • . • . • l,Finding : 
known· dis- • • tanoes by 
a.Direct 
• • • • measure- . : 










• • . • . • • .. 
• .. 
• • • • • • . • 
• • • • : 
; 
• 
Read tables and graphs 
Build through all four 
steps in class 
Build through all f'our 
steps 
Solve by intuition 
Introduce axioms but 
solve by intuition 
Solve by axioms 
End of tirst six weeks ...-- -
• • • 
• • • • 
• • 
. • 
Find unknown distances 
by direct measurements 
and scale drawings 
Develop three methods 
: 
• • . 
·nr111· 
~ : -.Fundamental operations . • : 1. Integers 
. : 2. Fraotions 
i a. Common 
: b. Decimal . • . • 
• .. • 
• ' . . • 
• • 
• • • • • • 
. • 
• • • • 
. • . • .• • 
• . 
Idea of percent 
Cheok results by. 
substi~tion 
Commonly used tables 
of. weight and measure-
ments 
l. Linear measure 
a. English 
b. Metric 
b.soale ·: • x drawings 
. • 
• • 
• • . • 
Develop as many methods 
ot. finding unknown dis- : 
(l) Contimeter 
(2) Meter 
·2. Square measure used 





• • . • • • • • • • 
• • 
• • • • . • 
• .. 
. • -. • . • . • . • • • • • . • .. 
• 







tanoes as time permits 
Teach square root 
End of second _six weeks ....--
. • . • 
• • . • 
• • . • • • . • . • 
• • 
• • 
• • -· • 
: 






3. Cubic-- measure used 
in finding volumes 
of 
a. Rectangular solid 
b• Cylinders 
4. Liquid measure 
5. Dry measure 
6. Avoirdupois weight 
Square root 
omit in "Z" group 
i· . : 
~tent ~ , · • r : 
Where·· 

















. • 1. Savings Accounts· : :xyz 
2. Q_ompound 
Interest 
• • . • . . 
• .. . . 
• • 
• • • • 
• • • • 
• • . • 
xyz 
: xy 
: xy . • 





• • • • 
; xy 
• • 
• • . • : . xyz 
• • 
: x:y . . 
• : . 
• • . • 




; ._ Teach--use of o-heckbooks, ,oheoks ! 
• and stubs · : • : ·rnterpret ba~ statement • 
• • 
Teaoh "clearing house" , . Teach the "securing" of notes • • Interpret notes • 
: .Teach buying and selling-of • 
• • notes • . Show how money will accumulate • • : ·by means of Savings Accounts • 
l. Interpret by class work- : • • 
• ..
• • . • • . . 
! . • • • 





• • • . . • 
. . 
• • . . ., 




. . . 





.-:~~ as a group • 
2. Interpret by class work- : 
ing as individuals 
~ of Third .§1;. Weeks 
Show how money will accumulate 
from - l. Compound interest 
a. Develop by use of tables 
as class problems 
b. Develop by use of tables 
c. Develop by individuals 
performing al.l steps 
















Buy and sell -
~ of Fourth .§12£ Weeks 
• . . 





.  . 
• • 
• • . • . • 
• • 
• . 
• .  
Cancellation 
l. Aliquot parts 
Use. of a commercial 
bank 
1. Deposit slip 
2. Passbook 
3. Checkbook 
4. Checks and 
stubs 







• • . . . 
Protection 
. ... . • 
l. Insurance : · 
a.Property 
b.Life 
, 2. Taxes 








• • : Tea oh purpose, use and need 
. • 
: Teach terminology : 
: Explain organization and teach Budget in "X" 
: how· rates are determined : group only 
·: Teach purpose of Taxation Decimals 
: Civic necessity 
: Show how the 1•valuation'1 for 
. -• 
taxable purposes is obtained : 
: Show how the tax rates are determined 
1 Show dif:t'eren t ways or stating : rates of taxes : . . . 
:.Where·: 
tent :tau ht: Aim ·Drill 
• • . • . • 
~EXoh~nge . • Tea oh • • • • , 1.Domestic • xyz . Postoffice money orders • • • ". . xyz . Express money orders • • • • xyz • Travelers checks .. • • xy . Drafts .. • • . 2. Foreign • x:yz Teach the names of foreign • • • • • units of money • • • • . xy. • Teach the appropriate monetary . • • • I . • values of foreign units of • • • . money . • • • , Positive • . . . • . • 
~· nd negative • xyz • Introduce positive and negative • • • .umbers • • numbers • • 
• xy Addition • 
• x . Teach subtraction • .• 
. . • .. . • • .  • !!!9:. .9.! six th ~ Weeks • • . • • 
Standard Mathematical Service 
COMPASS DIAGNOSTIC TESTS IN ARITHMETIC 
Rucn-KNIGHT--GREENE--STUDEBAKER 
EDITED BY G. W. MYERS 
TEST IV: DIVISION OF WHOLE NUMBERS: FORM A 
Name ________ ------------__________ ------------------------------------------------- Grade ______________ ...................... Boy or girl?----··--··-......... . 
Age ........................ When is your next birthday? ···-·----------··-·---··How old will you be then?--------~---·-··············-·· 
SchooL .... ____________________________________________ ~------·-------------------···--------------··-······-·-····-···-·-Date ... __ ......................................... . 
(Name) (City) (State) 
SUMMARY OF PUPIL' s Seo.RE PARTl PART2 PART3 PART4 PART5 PART6 PART 7 TOTAL 
Scores on Parts of Test 
Educational Age Equivalent 
Grade Equivalent of Score 
PART 1-THE VOCABULARY OF DIVISION 
Directions: Four possible answers follow each of the first seven exercises below. Draw a line under the one of the 
four possible answers which makes the sentence true. 
1. An example of division is: 6+3=9 18-4=14 8+2=4 14X4=56 
2. In the example, 8 +4 = 2, 2 is the: dividend quotient · remainder divisor 
3. The sign used to indicate division is: + x 
4. The example, 9)810, would be solved by: multiplication division subtraction addition 
3 
5. In the example, 16)49, the dividend is: 
48 
1 
16 3 49 1 
6. · The one of the following questions which calls for division is: Twelve ·is l of what number? 
How many 19's are there in 471? What number is 6 times 18? What number is 8 less than 12? 
7. Division is checked by: divisor Xdividend quotientxdivisor+remainder 
divisor X quotient -remainder dividend X quotient +remainder 
8-10. Copy the following three examples in form for working. Do not work them, however. Copy 






1439652 + 7308 
Score on Part 1 =Number right=--····························-
[Total possible score= 10 points] 
PART 2-FUNDAMENTALS OF SHORT DIVISION 
How many 9's in 72? _______ J ____________ 45+5= 
How many 8's in 32? ____________________ 28+4= 
How many 6's in 36? __________________ , 18+2= 
56 divided by 7 is ____________________ 27+3= 






Score on Part 2 =Number right=--···-··········-
[Total possible score =20 points] 
PART 3-SHORT DIVISION WITH CARRYING 





Score on Part 3=Number right= ...............•.•.•.•...••• 
[Total possible score= 12 points] 
PART 4-MULTIPLICATION, ADDITION, AND SUBTRACTION USED IN DIVISION IN PARTS 2, 3, 5, 6, AND 7 
Multiply (Do not divide): 
8X6= 7X5= 3X8= 5X8= 3X7= 2X7= OXO= 7X9= 
4X9= 6X0= 7X0= 5X4= OX6= 3X6= 1X6= 7X2= 
7X8= 9X6= 5X2= OX5= 4X6= 1X5= 7X6= 6X6= 
5X6= 9X0= 3X4= 9X4= OX2= 6X8= 1X4= 7X3= 
SXO= 8X4= 1X2= 2X9= lXO= 5X9= 2X8= 3X3= 
9X9= 9X8= 2X4= 8X8= OX7= 2X6= 6X7= 8X7= 
5X0= 9X3= 1X9= 6X9= OX4= 1X7= 7X7= 8X9= 
6X4= 9X2= 2X2= 4X2= 3X9= OX9= 2X0= 
8X5= 7Xl= 6Xl= 4X7= 6X2= 4X8= 4X5= 
Add (Do not multiply): 
56+6= 36+7= 8+8= 36+2= 4+8= 1+6= 1+3= 
21+1= 0+1= 24+2= 5+7= 3+5= 10+4= 8+3= 
32+6= 14+4= 42+1= 35+4= 4+1= 20+3= 20+4= 
6+1= 0+4= 18+1= 64+7= 0+9= 12+4= 0+5= 
45+3= 40+4= 32+3= '40+7= 
Go to the next page and_ finish Part 4. 
Subtract (Do not add): , 
44-42= 41-36= 
10-10= 10- 8= 
27-24= 65-64= 
5- 5= 16-15= 
2550 1518 412 
-2448 -1480 -412 
6675 282 . 2513 
-6230 -240 -2436 
3920 447 21 
-3920 -296 -18 
195 4450 796 














22-21 = 81-81 = 36-36= 
8- 5= 29-27 = 62-54= 
44-40= 28-28 = 52-48= 
0- 0= ' 28-24=· 18-18= 
427 4389 1064 222 3337 
-384 -4389 -1064 -222 -2670 
599 1228 89 32 1020 
-560 -1184 -74 -27 -816 
320 72 2040 1854 492 
-320 -40 -2040 -1854 -468 ---
1436 258 672 248 1692 
-1330 -252 -672 -234 -1254 
Score on Part 4 =Number right=--·---··--·--·--··-·-·-·······-· 
[Total possible score =164 points] 
PART 5-ESTIMATING THE FIRST QUOTffiNT FIGURE 
Directions: Write· only the first correct quotient figure in its proper place. Do not take time to finish the examples. 




296h228 48)432 . 


























Score on Part 5 =Number rightX2 =------·------------------···-··· 
[Total possible score =70 points] 
PART 6-FUNDAMENTALS OF LONG DMSION; CHECKING 


























Check No. 11 
below: 
Score on Part 6 =Number rightX10 =--------------------~------····· 
[Total possible score =110 points] 
PART 7-FINDING ERRORS IN LONG DMSION 
Directions: Study the five examples below. Some of the examples have mistakes in them. SAMPLE: 
. 20 You are to put a heavy line through the first mistake you find in each example, as 







1330 546 --1064 468 
1044 468 
20 

























Score on Part 7 =Number rightX5 =-----------------·-····-·····-
[Total possible score =25 points] 
Standard Mathematical Service 
COMPASS DIAGNOSTIC TESTS IN ARITHMETIC 
Rucu-KNIGHT-GREENE-STUDEBAKER 
EDITED BY G. W. MYERS 
TEST IX: ADDITIONi SUBTRACTION, AND MULTIPLICATION OF DECIMALS: 
FORM A 
Name _____ ......................................... -----------.......... ___ .. _______ Grade ___________ ... -----------------------Boy or gir 1? __________ .. ------... . 
Age ________________________ When is your next.birthday? ________________________ How old will you be then?.----------------------······ 
SchooL ............ _______________________________________________________________________________________________________ Date ___________________________ ~---------------·--· 
(Name) (City) (State) 
SUMMARY OF PuP1L's ScoRE PART 1 PART2 PART3 PART4 PART5 TOTAL 
Scores on Parts of Test 
Educational Age Equivalent 
Grade Equivalent of Score 
PART !-VOCABULARY AND NOTATION OF DECIMALS 
Directions: Below are ten numbers written in words. Write each of these numbers in decimal form on the line at 
its right. Study the samples. 
SAMPLES: four-tenths 
fifteen 
_____ :{ ____ _ 
six-tenths 
two and three-tenths 
thirty and seven-tenths 







two hundred ninety-six 
thousandths 
Directions: Study the number at the left below and then write on the lines the place value of each of the figures. Notice 
that the place value of the first figure has already been filled in correctly. 
68247.5391 6_~e_1}:_~~~'!!..8-0.!!_~~-----------------------. 7-----------------------------------------··················· 
8. ----------------------------------------------------------- 5 ___ ---. ---------------------------------------····· --······· 
2 _________ ·------------------------------------· ----·-------- 3. -------------------... --. -------.. --. ----. ---. --.. --.. --.. . 
4 .............. ---- ···------------------------------· --~----- 9 .. -.. ----------------. -------------... ---. ------------..... . 
1 ........................................................... . 
Turn over the page and finish Part 1. 
PART 1.-Continued 
Directions: Draw a line under the larger number in each pair below. Study the sample~ 
SAMPLE: 247 . 24.7 
87 98 35761 3576.9 5.49 5.5 
87 8.9 4000 .0008 2.04 2.40 
.92 .909 7 7.7 0.318 .3018 
14.00 1.496 34 32.6 1.437 0.437 
Directions: Write on each line below a number which will make each statement true . 
.4 is one-tenth of__ _______________ ~------ · · 
8 is ten times as large as _______________________ _ 
24 is a hundred times as large as _____________________ _ 
3.5 is ........................ times as large as .35 
84 multiplied by 1000 equals .... ~--···-----~--------
.67 is Tlto- oL .................... . 
36 is one-tenth as large as ... -------.--------------
36 is ten times as large as ... ·--------~-----------
21 is one-hundredth as large as _______________ , _______ _ 
21 is a hundred times as large as.----------~---~--------
19 is one-thousandth as large as --------------------·--· 
19 is a thousand times as large as _______________________ _ 












Score on Part 1 =Number right =-------------------------------· 
[Total possible score =52 points] 
PART 2-CHANGING FRACTIONS AND MIXED NUMBERS TO DECIMAL FORM, AND THE REVERSE 


















Go to the next page and finish Part .2. 
· PART 2-Continued 




















. 66i =:= 
2.375 = 
.13.625 = 
Score on Part 2 =Number right=----~-----··········-~--~·-····· 
[Total possible score =30 points] 
PART 3-FUNDAMENTALS OF ADDITION AND SUBTRACTibN OF DECIMALS 
2. Copy correctly and add these numbers. Do your work under the proper num-
.7254 
ber in the spaces below. 
.3219 3. 4.27 +34.6 +93.'02 +647.1 
.4380 - 4. 34.5+.09+627 +3.014 .0473 --- 5. 244 + 24.4 + 2.44 + .244 + .0244 
6. Nine-tenths plus two, plus six and three-tenths, plus. eighteen 
and five-hundredths 
4. 5. 6. 
Subtract (Do not add): Copy correctly and subtract these numbers. Do your work 












11. 921.008 -911.25 
12. Find the difference between six and three-hun-
dredths and four and two-tenths. 
llo 12 • 
. 
Score on Part 3 =Number rightx5 =--------------------------------
[Total possible score =60 points] 
PART 4-PLACE VALUE AND POINTING IN MULTIPLICATION OF DECIMALS: 
Multiply: 
46X10= 3.2X100 = · 7.05 XlOOO = .97X10= 
932X100= .7X1000= .84X10= 7510.3 XlOO = 
376X1000= 7.6X10= 7.268X100= 95.206 XlOOO = 
.046X0= .04X100 = . 9324 x 1000 = 
Directions: The figures of the answers to the examples below are already printed in correct order. The decimal points 
and some zeros needed in locating the decimal point are missing. Put the decimal points in the proper 
places. Mark very plainly. 
734X75.08= 5 5 1 0 8 7 2 
488.2X300.4= 1 4 6 6 5 5 2 8 
93.14 X5.182 = 4 8 2 6 5 1 4 8 
.5320 X73.18 = 3 8 9 3 1 7 6 0 
5678X.3914= 2 2 2 2 3 6 9 2 
9315.2 x .004 = 
.005 x.3214 = 
3 7 2 6 0 8 
1 6 0 7 0 
7618.9 X2148 = 1 6 3 6 5 3 9 7 2 
39.872 X7679 = 3 0 6 1 7 7 0 8 8 
.7001X625.2= 437'70252 











Score on Part 4 =Number right= ............................... . 
[Total possible score =30 points] 
PART 5-FINDING ERRORS IN POINTING ANSWERS 
Directions: The figures in the answers below are correct as printed. But there are mistakes in placing the decimal 


















































Score on Part 5 =Number right X2 :.:= •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• -
[~otal possible score =20 points] 
Standard Mathematical Service 
COMPASS DIAGNOSTIC TESTS IN ARITHMETIC 
RUCH-KNIGHT-GREENE-STUDEBAKER 
EDITED BY G. W. MYERS 
TEST XVII:, PROBLEM ANALYSIS: ELEMENTARY: FORM A 
Name·---------------------------_______________ ~ ____ . _____________ ---~- ___ ; __ ·--Grade .... ________________ Boy or girl? ...... _____ ... ~_ .. _ .. ------.... --··-······-· 
Age .... ~-------When is your next birthday?.-------·------------------·------------~-----------How old will you be then? ............... . 
School ... _____ . ___________ ............ ________________ ._; ........ ____ .~. ___________________________ . ___ ._______________ Date ...... ______________ ... ---- __ .--~----. --... --.. . 
(Name) (City) (State) 
SUMMARY OF PUPIL'S SCORE PART 1 PART2 PART3 PART4 PART5 TOTAL 
Scores on Parts of Test 
Educational Age Equivalent 
Grade Equivalent of Score 
Do Not Tum the Page until Told to Do So. 
Copyright. 1925, by Scott, Foi:_esman and Company 
PROBLEMS 
Read each problem below. Then work 
across the two facing pages to the right, 
doing all the Parts for one problem be-
fore going to the next. Do not go back 
and ·work on a Part after you have com-
pleted the one following. 
Read the Sample below. 
Sample 
[Read the problem] 
My reading book has 124 
pages. I have read 72 pages. 
How inany pages do I have left 
to read? 
PART 1-COMPREHENSION 
Put a cross ( X) on the' line before the 
one statement below which is true for each 
problem. 
Sample 
[Check ( X) true statement] 
__ I have read all my reader. 
__ I have read less than half 
my book. 
__ I have the most of my 
book to read. 
X I have read a little more 
than half my book. 
__ I should add to get the 
answer to this problem. 
~ 
PART 2-WHAT IS GIVEN ~ 
Put a cross ( X) on the line befoi l:>u 
every statement below which tells a fa, ~ ~ 
given in the problem. ea 
Sample 
[Check ( X) what is given] 
__ Number of pages to readi-
_L Number pages in book. < 
_L Number of pages I hav 
read. 
__ Number of stories I hav 
read. 
__ Number of pages with pi< 
tures on them. -
Remember: Work across the page to the right. 
[Read the problem] 
Problem 1 
Our baseball team played 7 
games this summer. We lost 2 
and tied none. How many games 
did we win? 
[Read the problem] 
Problem 2 
There are 24 books to be 
divided equally among 8 chil-
dren. How many books should 
each child receive? 
[Check true statement] 
-- Team won all games played. 
-- Team lost all games played. 
Team won more than it -- lost. 
Team lost half of the -- games played. 
Team won about half of -- the games played. 
~ 
[Check true statement] 
__ There are more children 
than books. 
__ There are exactly twice as 
many books as children. 
__ There are three times aS' 
many children as books. 
__ There are just as many 
books as there are chil-
dren. 
__ There are three times as 
many books as children. 
~ 
[Check what is given] 
_· _ Number. of games playec _ 
__ Number of boys on tean _ 
__ Number of games tied. _ 
__ Number of games won . .__ 
__ Number of games lost. 
[Check what is given] 
__ Number of books per chik _ 
Number of books. _ 
__ Cost of the books _ 
__ Number of children. 
Number of children wh -
-- will not get a book. 
~-
'--------------------------....!..--------------------~--~~--------_.;..-------------.~--
~RT 3-WHAT IS CALLED FOR 
= 
01 "Jut a cross ( X) on the line before the 
~ ~ statement below which tells what is 
ed for in the.problem. 
- Sample 
[Check ( X) what is called for] 
PART 4-PROBABLE ANSWER 
Put a cross ( X) on the line before 
the one statement below which gives the 
nearest probable answer to the problem. 
Do not take time to work the problems. 
Sample 
[Check ( X) probable answer] 
__ One book. _ 
__ About 124 pages. · 
~c ,_ Number of pages in book. 
( Number of pages yet to 
- read. ,v __ About 72 stories. 
__: N~:~~r of pages I have ~About 50 pages. 
v _ Number of stories I have -- About 196 pages. 
. read. 
1( 
,___ Number of pages with pic-
- tures. 
PART 5-CORRECT SOLUTION 
Put a cross ( X) on the line before 
the one correct solution given for each 
problem. Figure in the margi"n if you 
want to. 
Sample 
[Check ( X) correct solution] 
- 124+72=196 
-{ 124+72=196 




134+ 2 = 52. 
- 124-72=72. 
x 124 - 72 = 52. 
Remember: Work across the page to the right. 
[Check what is called for] 
~c _ Number of games lost. 
[Check probable answer] 
_· _ 9 boys. 
n f- Number of boys on team. __ 6 schools. 
, _Number. of games won. __ About 7 boys. 
. Number of games where __ 9 games. 
- score was tied. 
- _ Number of games played. 
~ 
[Check what is called for] 
11<_ The number of 'books. 
_ The number of children. 
_ Total number of books 
and children. 
h ,_ Number of books for each 
r child. 
- ,_ Number of children not 
getting a book. 
-
__ About 5 games. 
[Check probable answer] 
About 16 books. --
192. books. --
32 children. --
About ·4 books. --
3 children. --





~ __ 7X2=14; 14-9=5 
~ 
Now Start Problem 2. 





24- 8 =32 
- 32X 3=96 
96+32= 3 
- 24+ 8=32 
Tum over the page to Problem 3. 
. PROBLEMS 
[Read the problem] 
Problem 3 
A farmer had 120 sheep. 
He sold 14 sheep to one man, 3 
to a second man, and 9 to an-
other. How many sheep did 
he sell altogeth~r? 
[Read the problem] 
Problem 4 
My mother buys 2 quarts of 
milk each morning. How many 
quarts does she buy in one 
week? 
[Read the problem] 
Problem 5 
I had a dime and a penny. 
I bought some apples for 8 cents 
and some. candy for 3 cents~ 
How much money did I have 
left? 
[Read the problem] 
Problem 6 
If a boy saves 5 cents a day, 
how much more will he need 
to save to make his total sav-
ings fifty cents in seven days? 
PART 1-COMPREHENSION 
[Check true statement] 
__ More sheep were sold to 
one man than to the 
other two men. 
__ All sheep were sold to one 
man. 
_ .._ Sold exactly as many sheep 
to one man as to the 
other two men. 
__ The man sold all the sheep 
he had. 
__ Sold one-third of the sheep 
to each man. 
[Check true statement] 
__ My mother buys milk 
twice a week. 
__ My mother· buys only one 
quart of milk each morn-
ing. 
__ My mother buys two 
quarts of milk every 
other morning. 
__ My mother buys two 
quarts of milk each 
morning. 
My mother buys no more 
-- than two quarts of milk 
per week. 
[Check true statement] 
I had more dimes than -- pennies. 
I spent as much for candy 
-- as for apples. 
__ I spent more for apples 
than for candy. 
__ I spent more for candy 
than for apples. 
I had more pennies than 
-- dimes. 
[Check true statement] 
A boy saves more one day 
-- than another. . 
A boy saves five cents in 
-- a week. 
A boy saves exactly fifty 
-- · cents in a week. 
After savingfor seven days 
-- the boy still has less 
than fifty cents .. 
A boy saves more than 
-- a half-dollar in a ·week. 
PART 2-WHAT IS GIVEN U -
[Check what is given] 
__ Cost of the sheep per head._ 
__ Number of sheep sold t 
second man. _ 
-.,- Number sold to first ma11 
__ Total amount paid for th _ 
sheep. 
__ Number sheep sold t ,___ 
third man. 
[Check what is given] 
Number of weeks. 
-- 1--
Number of quarts of mil 
-- each morning. ._ 
Number of quarts ever 
-- other morning. _ 
__ Number of quarts eac 
week. 
__ Number of mornings witl = 
out milk. 
[Check what is given] 
__ Number of dimes befoi _ 
spending any. 
__ Amount of money spe1 -
for apples. 
__ Number of pennies I ha1-
:__ Amount of money spel r-
for candy. 
Total amount spent fr-
-- both apples and cand 
[Check what is given] 
__ Amount of money be-. · 
saves each day. 
__ Amount boy saves inthr1 
days. ,_ · 
__ Number of days he· sav1 
his money. ,_" 
r __ The amount he spent ea1 ~ 
day. 
The difference between L 1 
-- savings and fifty cenl 
l\RT 3-WHAT IS CALLED FOR PART 4-PROBABLE ANSWER 
[Check what is called for] 
~d Amount received for 
t- sheep. 
[Check probable answer] 
the __ 2 sheep. 
_ Number of sheep sold to 
~r one man. 
h ,___ Number of sheep the farm.;. 
er had altogether. 
t _ Number of men buying 
sheep. 
_ Number of sheep sold to 
the three men. 
[Check what is called for] 
,___ Amount of milk bought 
il each month. 
Amount of milk bought 
~r >- each morning. 
._ Amount of milk bought in 
tc one week. 
_ Number of days in a week. 
tl Number of days without 
- milk. 
5 men. --
About 27 dollars. 
__ ·· 5 sheep. 
_. _·About 25 sheep. 
[Check probable answer] 
__ About 9 quarts. 
__ About 15. quarts. 
__ 3.5 quarts. 
__ About 14 days. 
-~ 7 days. 
[Check whdt is called for] [Check probable answer] 
o ,__ Amount of money I spent. __ About 9 cents. 
,_ Amount of money I had __ 2 apples. 
e1 left. O cents. 
_ Amount of money I had 
1a1 to spend. 
1e1 _ Amount spent for apples. 
fi- Amount spent for candy. 
1d 
[Che~k what is called for] 
be How much less than fifty 
- cents will he have in 
11' one week. 
_ Amount of money boy 
,vi saves each day. 
i- Amount saved<in six days. 
~a _ Total amount of· money 
'boy· had. 
11 _ Amount saved· m one 
nl month. 
__ 1 cent. 
.. __ 11 apples. 
[Check probable answer] 
__ 15 days. 
__ About 7· days. 
__ 85 days. 
__ About 16 cents. 
__ 1 week. 
PART 5-CORRECT SOLUTION 












[Check correct solittion] 
. {10+1 =11 
- 8+3=11 
11-11= 0 
- .. {10+ 1=11 11- 3= 8 
-. -{ 1+ 1= 2 
2+ 3= 5 
-{10+ 1=11 
11- 8= 3 
- 10+1+3+8=22 
[Check correct solution] 
{ 6X 5=30 - 50-30=15 
- 50+ 5=55 
1
50+ 5 =10 
- lOX 7=70 
70-50=20 
50- 5=45 
{ 5 x 7 =35 -. -. 50-35=15 
PROBLEMS 
[Read the problern] 
Problem 7 
We drove our auto 4 miles to 
the railway station and there 
took a train on which we rode 
3 hours .at 40 miles per hour. 
How far 'did we ride altogether 
that day? 
[Read the problern] 
Problem 8 
If you found 9 eggs in each 
of 4 nests, how many dozen 
eggs did you find? 
[Read the problern] 
Problem 9 
A boys' baseball club has 
$3.50 to spend. If they buy a 
bat for $1.50, how many balls 
at $1.00 each can they buy with 
the remainder? 
[Read the problern] 
Problem 10 
Two boys sold a mink hide 
for $4.00 and a muskrat hide 
for $2.00. They each shared 
alike in the money. How much 
did each receive? 
PART 1-COMPREHENSION 
[Check true staternent] 
We rode on the train · all -- day. 
We rode only to the sta-
-- tion. 
__ We rode 40 miles per hour 
in the auto. 
. __ We rode only on the train. 
We rode much farther on 
the train than in the 
auto. 
[Check trne staternent] 
__ More than a dozen eggs 
were found in each nest. 
, Eggs were found in a 
-- dozen nests. 
All nests contained a dozen -- eggs. 
There will be some. multi--- plication in the solution 
of this problem. 
__ Each nest contained only 
one egg. 
[Check true staternent] 
__ As many baseballs as bats 
were bought. 
The · boys purchased two 
-- bats and one baseball. 
The purchase. of one bat 
-- and two baseballs took 
. all the money. 
A baseball and a bat cost -- the same. 
A baseball for each mem-
-- ber of the club was 
bought. 
[Check true staternent] 
One boy received twice as 
-- much money as the other. 
Both boys received the 
-- same amount of money. 
The two hides sold for the 
same price. 
One hide sold for three 
-- tilnes the price of the 
other. 
One boy received only half 
-- as much as the other. 
' PART 2-WHAT IS GIVEN . ~ 
[Check what is given] 
__ Distance from home t<-.'.-
station. 
__ Distance we rode on trah _ 
Speed of train. 
-- Time we rode on the trail':_ --
-- Speed of auto . 
[Check what is given] 
__ Number .of eggs in 01'-
dozen. 
__ Number of eggs in ea' 
nest. 
Number of nests. --
,__ 
-- Number of dozens of eg ._ 
found. 
__ Number of empty nests. 
[Check what is given] 
Number of basebal 
-- bought. ,_ 
Number of bats bough -- ,__ 
__ Cost of one bat. ~ 
__ Amount club had to spen1 ~ 
--
Cost of one ball. 
[Check what is given] 
Price of mink hide. 
Amount each received. -- -Price of muskrat hide. --
Total amount from sa_ -- of hides. 
The money was dividE 
-- equally · between tl r-
boys. ~ 
I ... 
rART 3-WHAT IS CALLED FOR -t [Check what is called for] 
. Distance we rode on train 
alone. 
,i Distance from home to 
l station. iir- Speed. of train. 
Total distance we rode. = Speed of auto. 
[Check what is called for] . 
n _ Total number of eggs. 
· Number of· eggs in each 
1c - nest. 
'---- Number of dozens of eggs 
altogether. 
g1._ Number of nests. 
,____ Number of nests contain-
ing 4 eggs. 
[Check what is called for] 
al Total money the ball club 
,____ had to spend. 
~h._ Cost of bat. 
_ Number of bats bought. 
n _ Cost of baseball. 
Number of baseballs the r--
club can buy. 
[Check what is called for] 
i-- Price of mink hide. 
Total amount of money 
i-- from sale of hides. 
sa ,__ Amount of money each 
boy should have re-
de ceived. 
tl ~ Price of muskrat hide. 
~ One boy's share was i· 




[Check probable answer] 
132 miles. 
About 124 hours. 
About 280 miles. 
148 hours. 
About 123 miles. 
· [Check probable answer] 
Almost 36 dozen. 
__ About 3! dozen. 
4 nests. --







[Check probable answer] 





[Check probable answer] 
About 3 hides. 
-- 2 boys.· 
_ About $2.96. 
6 dollars. --
1 hide. 
PART 5-CORRECT SOLUTION 
[Check correct solution] 
_. { 40+ 4= 44 
44X 3 =132 
{ 40X 3=120 - 120+ 4=124 
j 40X 3 =120 -. 4X 4= 16 . 120+16 =136 
f 40X 3 =144 
-l144+ 4=148 
f 4+ 3 = 7 -l 40X 7=280 
[Chee~ correct solution] 
f 9X 4 =39 
-.l39+13= 3 
9X 4 =36 
l 1.2X 4 =48 - 9+ 4=13 48+13 = 4 
{ 9X 4=36 - 36+12= 3 
{ 4+ 9=12 - 12+12= 1 
[Check correct solution] 
-{3.50:-1.50 :5.00 
5.00 .-1.00 -5 . . . 








1.00 + 1.00 = 1 
[Check correct solution] 
{4.00 +2 =2.00 - 2.00+2.00=4.00 
- 4.00+2.00=6.00 
-{4.00 :-2.00: 6.00 
6.00 -.-3 - 2.00 
{
4.00-2 =2.00 
- 2.00-2 =1.50 
1.50+2.00 =3.50 
-{4.00+2.00 =6.00 
6.00 + 2 = 3.00 
PROBLEMS 
[Read the problem] 
Problem 11 
Fred caught 8 fish, and Jim 
caught 10. They fried 3 for 
supper. The rest they sold for 
7 5 cents. What did they get on 
the average for each fish sold? 
[Read the problem] 
Problem 12 
I gave a man $2.00 in pay-
ment for · Z pounds of meat 
at ZS cents per pound and a 
chicken costing $1.05. How 
much change should I · have 
received? 
[Reali the problem] 
Problem 13 
A man spent $240 for cattle 
at $60 per head. He bought 
the same number of horses at 
$120 a head. How much did 
he spend altogether for cattle 
and horses? 
PART 1-COMPREHENSION 
[Check true statement]; 
__ More fish were eaten than 
were sold. 
__ - More fish were sold than 
were .fried for supper. 
__ Both boys caught the same 
number. 
__ One boy caught twice as 
many as the other boy. 
__ More fish were sold than 
were caught. 
[Check true statement] 
__ Meat and chicken cost 
more than the amount 
I gave the man. 
The meat cost more than 
-- the chiCken. 
__ Chicken and meat together 
cost less than $2.00. 
__ The chicken. cost $1.05 per 
pound. 
The meat and chicken cost -- exactly the same. 
[Check true statement] 
The man bought more 
-- cattle than horses. 
__ The man paid the same 
per head for cattle and 
horses. 
The man· bought more 
-- horses than cattle. 
The man bought 120 
horses. 
The man paid out· twice 
-- as much for horses as 
for cattle. 
PART 2-WHAT IS GIVEN 
[Check what is given] 
__ Nuniber of fish caught b~F 
each boy. · 
~f ~:;;~::o::: 1 
fish·sold. 
___ Number of fish sold. 
[Check what is given] 
__ Amount I gave the man.,_ 
__ Number of pounds of mei: 
I bought. 
__ Cost of chicken. 
__ Exact change to be n _ 
' ceived. _ 
__ Cost of meat per pourn 
[Check what is given] 
__ Total amount spent fcf- : 
horses and cattle. 
__ Cost of horses per head. ,.,. ( 
Number of . cattle ·an,__ ( 
-- horses purchased. 
__ Cost of cattle per head. f-- J 
__ Amount spent for cattl,.,. l 
ART 3-WHAT IS CALLED FOR 
l [Check what is called for] . Number of fish caught .. F Average price received for , each fish sold. 
F Num. ber of fish cook.ed for supper. · l_ Number of fish sold. 
~ Amount received for all 
fish sold. 
[Check what is called for] 
.. _Amount of money I gave 
3 the man. . 
_ Price of chicken per pound. 
_ Total cost of meat. 
'i_ Price of meat per pound. 
,.___ Exa~t change to be re-
ll ce1ved. 
[Check what is called for] 
fc~ Number of cattle ·pur-
chased. 
. ,_ Cost of all horses bought. 
m,_ Cost ·of horses and cattle 
together. 
. _Number of horses bought. 
tl _ Difference in cost of horses 
and cattle. 
PART 4~PROBABLE ANSWER 
[Check probable answer] 
18 fish. 
__ About 15 cents. 
5 fish. 
__ About 4 cents. 
__ 4 fish. 
[Check probable answer] 
- $1.45 
__ 45 pounds. 
__ 70 cents. 
About 50 cents. --
_· _ 2 pounds. 
[Check probable answer] 
__ 8 cattle. 
__ About 700 cattle. 
_ Ab9ut $700. 
__ About 420 dollars. 
__ 4 horses . 
PART 6-CORRECT SOLUTION 




10+ 8 =18 
-. 18- 3=15 
75+15= 5 
{
10+ 8 =18 
- 75- 3=72 
72+18= 4 
-{lOX 8=80 
80-75 = 5 
{
10- 8= 2 
- 2+ 3= 5 
75+ 5=15 
[Check correct solution] 
{
25 X2 =50 · . 
- 1.05 +50 = 1.55 
2.00 -1.55 = .45 
-{ 1.05+25=1.30 
2.00 ~1.30 =70 
- 2.00+25+1.05=3.30 
{
25 X2 =50 . 
- 1.05+.50~.55 




2.00-1.45 = .55 
[Check correct solution] 
. {240+60=3 
- 120X3=350 






480 + 240 = 720 
{
120+60=2 
-· - 2X240=480 







[Read the problem] 
Problem 14 
Mother sent me to the store.· 
She gave me · 3 dimes. · I 
bought a bottle of milk for 
10 cents. Mother told me I 
might buy candy with half the 
money that was left and bring 
her back the change. How 
much did I have to spend for 
candy? 
[Read the problem] 
Problem 15 
A boy worked 3 hours at 20 
c~nts per hour. With what he 
earned he bought a new book 
for 40 cents and a tablet for 
10 cents. How many pencils 
at 5 cents each could he buy 
with the money he had left? 
PART'l-COMPREHENSION 
[Check true statement] 
I spent more for the milk 
-- than I did for candy. 
__ I spent more for candy 
than I did for milk. 
__ I spent all the money I 
had. 
Mother told me I could 
-- spend the money that 
was left. 
I spent as much as I took 
-- back to mother. 
[Check true statement] 
The boy earned less than 
-- his book cost. 
The boy spent more for 
-- pencils than he did for 
his tablet. 
The book cost more than 
-- the ·pencils and tablet 
together. 
The pencils cost more than 
-- his book. 
The pencils cost more than 
-- the tablet. 
PART 2-WHAT IS GIVEN IA 
r: 
[Check what is given] 
__ Amount of money sper 
for milk. -
__ Total sum of money I ha 
left. -
__ Amount spent for cand, 
__ Number of bottles of mi -
bought. 
Number of pieces of moDE ._ 
-- my mother gave me. 
[Check what is given 1 
Cost of book. ..._ 
Amount boy earned p 
-. - hour. -
Cost of one pencil. = Number of pencils boug]._ 
Cost of tablet. 
-
Score =No. right=---·-·----·-·········--·-········-·- Score =No. right +3 = ........................... •e = 
[Total possible score= 15 points] [Total possible score= 15 points} [Tc 
ART 3-WHAT IS CALLED FOR - .· 
[Check what is called for] 
er The cost of a bottle of 
- milk. 
1a _ The amount of money I 
had. 
. d. The cost of candy per 
1il- pound. 
_ The amount I could spend 
m for candy. 
The amount I took home 
~ to Illother. 
[Check what is called for] 
.__ What the boy earned. 
P The cost of his book and 
- tablet. 
The number of pencils 
tgl- he could buy. 
_ Total amount spent by 
the boy. 
Time he worked to earn - his money. 
--
PART 4-PROBABLE ANSWER 
[Che~k probable answer] 
__ 1 pound. 
__ 15 cents. 
__ About 9 pounds. 
__ 20 cents . 
__ About 11 cents .. 
[Check probable answer) 
2 cents. --
--About 2 pencils. 
__ 4 pencils. 
__ 10 hours. 
About 10 ·cents. 
PART 5-CORRECT SOLUTION 

















l 1 of 40 =20 






20 X3 =60 
- 60+~0~10=1.10 









1.00 -;- .50 - 2 
...... ·e =No. right = ·······-·-------····--·······---------Score =No. right =-----------··-----------·-······-····· Score =No. right = ..................................... . . ts] [Total possible score =15 points] . [Total possible score= 15 points] [Total possible score= 15 points] 
Standard Mathematical Service 
COMPASS DIAGNOSTIC TESTS IN ARITHMETIC 
RucH-K'.NianT--GREENE-STUDEBAKER 
EDITED BY G. W. MYERS 
TEST XIX: GENERAL PROBLEM SCALE: ELEMENTARY: FORM A 
N ame ........ ------------------------------------~---------------------------~-------Grade ______________________ ~-----------Boy or girl?----------------------------
Age ________ ~ ___ When is your next birthday?.-~--~----------------------------------------------How old will you be tlien? _______________ _ 
Sch ooL. _ -~. ___ . ________ . ___________ ....... ___ . __ . _______ .. _______ .. --- ______ .. ____ . ----.. -__ . ----- __ .. ___ ...... --- ___ -- Date _____________________ -----· .............. ___ .. 
(Name) (City) · (State) 
SUMMARY OF PUPIL'S SCORE 
Number of Problems Right 
Educational Age Equivalent 
Grade Equivalent of Score 
Directions: Work as many of these problems as you can. You may figure on the margins or on scratch paper. Record 
your answers on the dotted lines. Be sure to name your answers. 
1. Last week I sold 32 Saturday Posts. This 
week I sold 39. · How maµy more Posts did I sell 
this week than last week? Ans. ----------------·---
2. There are 24 girls iri our school who want 
to play basketball~ How many teams of six girls 
each can we organize to allow every girl to play? 
Ans. --------------------
3. Mother sent me to the store with a dollar 
to get a box of oatmeal at 15 cents, a cake of 
soap at 5 cents, and a lemon at 5 cents. How 
much did I spend for these articles? 
Ans. --------------------
4. My father is paid $6.00 per day for driving 
an auto truck. Last month he worked 26 days. 
How much did he earn last month? 
Ans. ·------------------· 
5. James had 22 cents at the end of last week 
and has saved 15 cents more·thus far this week. 
Today he spent 10 cents for a tablet. How much 
has he left? · Ans. ··----------······-· 
6. Our grocer had 40. quarts of milk delivered 
to his store this morning. He sold 2 quarts to 
each of 9 people before nine o'clock. How much 
milk did he have left at that time? 
Ans. ----·----------------
7. How many peaches are there in four baskets 
if three of the baskets contain 18 peaches each 
and the fourth contains 14? • Ans. --------------------
8. If four boys have 15 marbles each how many 
dozen marbles have they altogether? 
Aris. --------·-----------
Tum over the page and finish the problems. 
9. A girl had $3.75 in her purse. She bought 
some silk which cost . her $3.45. How . inany 
spools of silk thread at 10 cents per spool could 
she buy with the money she had left? 
Ans. ----------------~---
10. I work at a store one hour each morning 
and one hour each evening. For my work each 
morning I receive 35 cents and for work each 
evening I am paid 40 cents. How long will- it 
take me to earn a scout suit costing $6.00? 
Ans. ----------·--------
11. Three boys, Robert, Harold, and Ted, 
worked for Mr. Brown picking apples. Together 
they picked 24 bushels in a day. Robert picked 
one-fourth of all the apples and Harold picked 
fo{ir bushels more than Robert. How many 
bushels did Ted pick? Ans. --------------------
12. Frank worked eight weeks during vacation 
at $4.50 per week. Before school opened he 
bought a suit for $19.50, a hat for $2.50, and a 
·pair of shoes for $3.50. ·. ; How much was left 
from his summer earnings? Ans.~-------------------
Copyright, 1925, Scott, Foresman and Company 
13. Four girls agree to share equally the ex-
pense of a party. They buy two gallons of 
ice cream at $2.00 per gallon ap.d three cakes at 
· 80 cents each. How much should each pay? 
Ans. -------------------- · 
14. A street car ~onductor collected on one 
trip a total of $3. 70 in fares. Eighteen of these 
were 12 cent fares. The balance were 7 cent 
fares. ·How many 7 cent fares were there? 
Ans. ----------·····--·--
15. Our school basebali team made $167.40 on 
games this year. After purchasing new suits at 
$9.50 each and shoes at $3.85 per pair for each of 
the nine players, it was decided to spend the bal-
. ance of the money for the purpose of buying 
sweaters to be given to the nine regular players 
on the team. How much could ·we pay per 
sweater? Ans. --------------------
Score =Number of problems right=--·--·-------·-------------
[Total possible score= 15 points]. 
